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These construction details are provided to assist in the installation of BORAL Versetta Stone® product(s). These construction details will not necessarily apply to every design circumstance that you encounter. These construction details may, and most likely will, require modifications to meet your particular design requirements. Manufacturer accepts no responsibility or liability for the use of these or other construction details.
Sheathing and Wood Studs — Foundation Wall Base

Scale: 3" = 1'–0"
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1.1
VERSSETTA STONE
FLASHING AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

VERSSETTA STONE PANEL

VERSSETTA STONE UNIVERSAL CORNER — ALTERNATE AND/OR KNIT EACH COURSE (SHOWN DASHED)

DOUBLE WRAP WRB AROUND CORNER 16” MIN. — BOTH SIDES

SHEATHING

WRB — SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

SHEATHING AND WOOD STUDS — INSIDE CORNER

_SCALE: 3” = 1’-0”
NOTE: OTHER FINISHES MAY BE USED

FINISH SIDING (WOOD SHOWN)

WRB – SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

STRIP OF SAF – LAP OVER GSM FLASHING Z

SCREWS OR NAILS INTO FRAMING

LEAVE GAP AT BASE OF SIDING FOR WEEP

GSM TRIM FLASHING WITH 3” MIN. VERTICAL LEG

SEALANT PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

VERSETTA WAINSCOT SILL

SCREWS OR NAILS INTO FRAMING

BLOCKING (OPTIONAL)

VERSETTA STONE PANEL

WRB – SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

SHEATHING

SHEATHING / WOOD STUDS – SIDING TERMINATION WITH VERSETTA SILL

SCALE: 3”=1’-0”
ALUMINUM OR VINYL WINDOW FRAME PROFILE MAY VARY – REFER TO MFR’S. DETAILS FOR INSTALLATION AND FLASHING

BEDDING SEALANT UNDER WINDOW FIN

BACKER ROD AND SEALANT

ADHESIVE PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

FLASHING OR LATH PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

SCREWS OR NAILS INTO FRAMING

VERSETTA WINDOW SILL

ADHESIVE PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS (OPTIONAL)

VERSETTA STONE PANEL

WRB – SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

SHEATHING

SHEATHING AND WOOD STUDS – WINDOW SILL
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SCALE: 3” = 1’-0”
ALUMINUM OR VINYL WINDOW FRAME PROFILE MAY VARY – REFER TO MFR’S. DETAILS FOR INSTALLATION AND FLASHING

BEDDING SEALANT UNDER WINDOW FIN

BACKER ROD AND SEALANT

ADHESIVE PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

ADHESIVE UNDER SILL (OPTIONAL)

VERSETTA WINDOW SILL (BACK TONGUE REMOVED)

ADHESIVE PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

VERSETTA STONE PARTIAL PANEL

FLASHING OR LATH PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WRB – SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

SHEATHING

SHEATHING AND WOOD STUDS – WINDOW SILL–STONE PARTIAL PANEL

SCALE:  3”=1’-0”
**Versetta Stone**

**FLAShING AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS**

- **Sheathing**
- **Wrb** – See Installation Instructions – Lap over SAF Bed edge in SEALANT at Window Fin
- **J-Channel Flexible Hinge**
- **Backer Rod and SEALANT**
- **Versetta Flat Panel**

**Sheathing and Wood Studs – Window Jamb**

**Scale:** 3”=1’-0”
VERSETTA STONE
FLASHING AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

1. FLASHING AND WOOD STUDS — WINDOW HEAD — TYP., NAIL–FIN

SHEATHING AND WOOD STUDS — WINDOW HEAD — TYP., NAIL–FIN

1/X

1.8 SCALE: 3”=1’–0”
SHEATHING

WRB – SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

VERSETTA STONE PANEL

LAP WRB OVER SAF, STARTER CHANNEL WEEP SCREED AND HEAD FLASHING – SEAL EDGE

STARTER CHANNEL WEEP SCREED

GSM HEAD FLASHING

1/4” GAP (NO SEALANT)

BEDDING SEALANT UNDER WINDOW FIN

WINDOW FRAME PROFILE MAY VARY – REFER TO MFR’S. DETAILS FOR INSTALLATION AND FLASHING

SHEATHING AND WOOD STUDS – WINDOW HEAD – TYP., NAIL-FIN

SCALE: 3”=1’-0”
NOTE:
ROOF TYPE, EDGE TRIM AND FRAMING MAY VARY

EAVE DRIP EDGE
GUTTER (WHERE SPECIFIED)
SPACED 1” FILLER
J–CHANNEL
SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR OTHER TERMINATION OPTIONS
J–CHANNEL FLEXIBLE HINGE
SAF OR WRB STRIP BEHIND TRIM. LAP OVER WRB AT WAL
VERSETTA STONE PANEL
ADHESIVE PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FLASHING OR LATH PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
WRB — SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
SHEATHING

TOP OF FRAMED WALL AT ROOF — TIGHT EAVE

SCALE: 3”=1’–0”
Blocking at Panel Edge

Safety Film (SAF) Behind Trim — Extend Under Adjacent Finish as Required.

Adjacent Finish Varies

Backer Rod and Sealant

WRB — See Installation Instructions

Sheathing

Wood Trim (Primed) Size and Profile May Vary

J-Channel Flexible Hinge

J-Channel (Optional)

3/8" Min. Joint

Extend SAF Under Panel 6" Min.

Versetta Stone Panel or Versetta Universal Corner If J-Channel Is Not Used

Sheathing and Wood Studs — Vertical Wood Trim
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Scale: 3" = 1' - 0"
NOTE:
OTHER FINISHES MAY BE USED

FINISH SIDING (WOOD SHOWN)

WRB – SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

STRIP OF SAF – LAP OVER GSM FLASHING Z

BLOCKING FOR GSM FLASHING

LEAVE GAP AT BASE OF SIDING FOR WEEP

BEDDING SEALANT UNDER FLASHING

GSM TRIM FLASHING WITH 3” MIN. VERTICAL LEG

LEAVE GAP AT TOP OF PANEL FOR VENTILATION – NO CAULK

VERSETTA STONE PANEL

ADHESIVE PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WRB – SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

SHEATHING

SHEATHING / WOOD STUDS – SIDING TERMINATION WITHOUT VERSETTA SILL

SCALE: 3”=1’-0”
MANUFACTURER'S INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FLASHING AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

BED WINDOW FIN IN SEALANT OVER SAF
SAF JAMB FLASHING UNDER WINDOW FIN
SHEATHING
WRB – SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS – LAP OVER SAF. BED EDGE IN SEALANT AT WINDOW FIN
FASTEN PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS (6 SCREWS PER PANEL)
VERSETTA STONE PANEL
FLASHING OR LATH PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
ADHESIVE PER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
J–CHANNEL (OPTIONAL)
VERSETTA STONE TRIM STONE
BACKER ROD AND SEALANT
J–CHANNEL FLEXIBLE HINGE
ALUMINUM OR VINYL WINDOW FRAME PROFILE MAY VARY – REFER TO MFR’S. DETAILS FOR INSTALLATION AND FLASHING

TRIM STONE WINDOW
JAMB TERMINATION

SCALE: 3”=1’–0”
TRIM STONE DOOR JAMB TERMINATION

1-X SCALE: 3”=1’-0”

1.16
NOTE:
ROOF TYPE, EDGE TRIM
AND FRAMING MAY VARY

SOFFIT SYSTEM MAY VARY

J–CHANNEL
SEE INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS FOR OTHER
TERMINATION OPTIONS

J–CHANNEL FLEXIBLE HINGE

SAF OR WRB STRIP BEHIND
TRIM. LAP OVER WRB AT WALL

VERSETTA STONE PARTIAL
PANEL

ADHESIVE PER INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

FLASHING OR LATH PER
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WRB – SEE INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

SHEATHING

SOFFIT TERMINATION
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1.17

SCALE: 3"=1’-0’"
1X ELECTRICAL/LIGHT BOX ACCESSORY

SCALE: 3"=1'-0"
16” SQUARE COLUMN

CONSTRUCTED WITH ALL UNIVERSAL CORNERS
Versetta Stone

FLASHING AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

NOTE: CUTTING MITER FROM A SINGLE PANEL TO USE ON EITHER SIDE OF THE JOINT PROVIDES THE BEST APPEARANCE AND MINIMIZES EXPOSED CUT EDGES.
For additional information on Versetta Stone products
visit VersettaStone.com
or call 1-800-255-1727